174 STCL, Vol. 13, No. 2 (Summer, 1989) Finally, the clown/ Sprang so high, so high,/ That he burst the canvas ceiling/ To the thunder of horns and drums,/ And, his heart devoured by love,/ He went rolling among the stars.
The aspirations of this acrobat spring from social protest, for he soars into the sky in order to escape the petit-bourgeois audience. Thus the vaulter attains a blazing immortality: he becomes a member of the galaxy. His act liberates the performer from all earthly bounds. Translated into metaphor, the artist escapes the petty human world through art.
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Since Banville, writers have seen the flight of the artist both negatively, as a release from the miseries of earth, and positively, as a symbol of transcendence. The juxtaposition of these two ideas, escape and liberation, creates a major tension in /'art pour Part. Art as flight-from-reality points toward the hermetic attitudes of Surrealism, Dada and the Absurdist movements. The other aspect of flight, the striving to surpass ordinary experience, culminates in Nietzsche's image of the Ubermensch. In the language of Gaston Bachelard, Nietzsche epitomizes the "montagnard," the "imagination aerienne." Zarathustra sees in his aerialist, the rope-dancer of his Prologue, the potential for ultimate transcendence. Indeed the self-overcoming that he preaches goes so far beyond the present state of mankind that we must understand the Ubermensch as an abstraction only.
The author of the nineteenth century was seeking a new identity suitable for the Industrial Age, the era of what Walter Benjamin calls "high capitalism." Without patrons, the artist became like any day laborer, selling his wares commercially. Hence the drive of the writer to elevate himself above the rest of society. Transcendence became a psychological need, which we note in many forms since Romanticism. Ascent characterizes the period, be it in the "arriviste" young men on the make in Balzac or the spirituality of heroes in Hugo. The sauteur of Banville has symbolic value, since he was the first to concretize the Romantic imagery of flight in the aerialist. One need only compare "Elevation" by Baudelaire and "L'Azur" by Mallarme to sense the metaphoric power of this vaulter in Banville.' After Nietzsche we understandably find few European writers obsessed with ascent. Whether or not we see him as the last bearer of Romantic idealism, we must note that his heirs have not even attempted his ambitious heights. In our century, transcendence yields to another Nietzschean trait: relativity. In the era that produced the Holocaust, writers could no longer believe in the ability of mankind to surpass its own present character. On the contrary, all idealism seems to have perished by 1914, the true end of the nineteenth century. Harry Levin charts this journey as moving "from the most heroic to the least heroic values, from the battlefield of Waterloo to the sickroom of Proust" (82). George Bernard Shaw put it similarly: "The first half of the nineteenth century thought itself the greatest of all centuries. The second half discovered it was the wickedest of all centuries" (Dickens 332 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 13, Iss. 2 [1989] The adolescent sisters, treading and balancing themselves on the great balls of the saltimbanques, impart to those spheres the movements of the planets. These girlish adolescents, children still, have the anxieties of innocence: animals teach them the religious mysteries. Some harlequins accompany the aura of the women and resemble them, neither male nor female . . . placed at the outer limits of life, the animals are human and the sexes indistinct. (Apollinaire 16) The background of this picture, that mysterious Symbolist Nowhere, also contains a distant image of motherhood that suggests the probable but hazy future of this girl. Indeed she balances between the background mother and the foreground male: a symbol of ambivalent sexuality.
III. COCTEAU This idea of the paradoxical balance of the androgynous acrobat develops further in the work of Picasso's colleague, friend and wouldbe lover, Cocteau 
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 13, Iss. 2 [1989] Elisabeth 1918 -Michael 1919 Krull himself exemplifies a sexuality constantly shifting between the one and the two. We get hints of the bisexual in his relations to Marquis Venosta and Lord Kilmarnock. Other dual beings appear in the confusing pair of Spanish women, Zaza and Zouzou. And a final sexual deception closes the book in the hilarious exchange of Frau Kuckuck for her daughter. Such dualities ultimately express what Charles Neider calls "the artist's intermediary position" (353). This critic interprets the ambivalence in Mann more narrowly than I do: he sees here a specifically Freudian clue to identity. "All that Mann has written about the artist. . .. disguises a basically sexual motif: the ambivalence between masculine and feminine traits in the artist . . . more expressly stated, the artist's ambivalence between his mother and his father" (353) . 10 In any case, we may see the many double images that fascinate Mann as a sign of his own striving for unity. Here lies perhaps the only theme seriously proposed in this novel, the theory of underlying universal oneness in nature that Professor Kuckuck espouses. "The artist does many things, but universality is his need and unity his obsession. Such is the oneness ironically concealed behind the narrative disunity of the picaresque, the acquisitive and amatory episodes of the mobile rogue; . . ." (Heilman 151) . Since the eighteenth century at least, German writers have been expressing the urge toward Ganzheit, oneness. Peter Gay pursues the theme as crucial for the twentieth century in the chapter "The Hunger for Wholeness" in Weimar Culture (1968).
V. CONCLUSIONS
Perhaps the prime difference between our two texts concerns narrative voice. Cocteau writes in the first person as a critic, author and homosexual. He clearly identifies with his admired subject. Mann, however, writes in the persona of Krull as artist of illusion. Hence the involvement of the author seems deftly mediated by his narrator, who hardly resembles Mann at all. The author himself does not identify with the adored Andromache. Yet recently, since three
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 13, Iss. 2 [1989] Art is born of the coitus between the masculine and the feminine element of which we are all composed, in finer balance in the artist than in others. It results from a sort of incest, a love of self for self, a parthenogenesis. This is what makes marriage so dangerous for artists, for whom it represents a pleonasm, a monster's attempt to approach the norm.
Ultimately, however, our two authors differ sharply on the aesthetics of effect. For Krull, reception constitutes about three-
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 13, Iss. 2 [1989] For Cocteau, as we have seen, the greatest art is three-fourths artifice. He considers playing the opposite sex a marvel: the Baudelairean liberation that comes from cheating nature. With his penchant for paradox, this poet believes that art must go against the grain. Fowlie claims that the aesthetics of Cocteau emerged from one crucial lesson of the two greatest masters of the twentieth century, Picasso and Stravinsky. Namely, "art must insult the habits of art" (37). I find Cocteau's ideals already quite developed when he met these two (Picasso in 1915 , Stravinsky in 1910 , but of course they exerted a potent influence.
In any case, the idea of art as a constant rebellion against the world as given contradicts the aesthetics of Mann. It relates well to the attitude of Klaus Mann, who often acknowledged the influence of Cocteau as a counter-weight to his father (see note 9). For him, who condemns the Platenesque craving for beauty-read death-art borders on immorality when it rejects prevailing social norms. The conclusions of these two writers could hardly differ more: "Art is illusion, hence morally suspect," versus "Hurray for the lies of art!" Yet they both believe the artist must transcend convention; both show his nature as an androgynous expression of difference. 
